CHHGP Lead-Based Paint Document Checklist
About this Tool
The following checklist provides CHHGP grantees with an overview of common documents that can be used to verify
compliance with the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act. Note that this checklist does not cover all of the
documentation that providers would want to include in all instances. For example, additional documentation may be
required if the property is found to meet exemptions listed under Part 2 of the Lead Screening Worksheet.

DOCUMENT NAME

PURPOSE

Application

Documents age of children

Screenshot of property record from online tax database

Documents age of property

Lead Screening Worksheet

Documents exemptions (additional documentation
will vary based on exemption)

Lead-Based Paint Visual Assessment Certification

Documents that a visual assessment was conducted
and problems with paint surfaces were not identified

Owner Certification (if applicable)

Documents owner certification that any identified
problems with paint surfaces have been repaired and
that safe work practices were followed, as applicable

Clearance Report (if applicable)

Documents that unit passed clearance

Documentation of ongoing maintenance activities:

Documents that a visual assessment is performed at
least annually during the assistance period and that
any deteriorated paint was appropriately addressed
(including clearance and notice of lead hazard
reduction)

•
•

Visual Assessment Certification Forms
Clearance report from each maintenance job
involving painted surfaces above the de minimis
threshold
• Notice of lead hazard reduction for each
maintenance job involving painted surfaces
Documentation of response to EIBLL child:
• Copies of risk assessment
• Abatement or clearance report
• Relocation documents
• Correspondence with health department
Tenant was provided with a copy of “Protect your
Family from Lead” pamphlet
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Documents that if an EIBLL child was identified in the
unit, the situation was addressed in accordance with
the Lead Safe Housing Rule.

Educates the tenant about the hazards of lead paint
in the home.
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